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C E L E B  S T Y L E

John Abraham
Breaking Stereotypes
From the cute guy-next-door looks to the swash-buckling gentleman, Actor John 
Abraham has experimented with his personal style in almost every film he has been a 
part of. He shares with Salon India, his take on the beauty and wellness industry and 
preferred products

My views on grooming
I would rather put it this way – ‘grooming’ is essential for each and every 
individual, irrespective of their gender. People admire someone who is 
well-groomed at all times and not just for certain occasions. As far as 
well-groomed men are concerned, they are extremely attractive, command 
attention and de  nitely make heads turn.

Shift in the way Indian men are thinking
Indian men now are extremely alert in terms of their style and appearance. 
They make an effort to present themselves and aren’t afraid to experiment 
and try out new styles and products. Besides the desire to be seen as 
trendy, they also count on being well-groomed, which according to me, is a 
positive shift.

My dapper looks
I have a professional team of stylists and hairdressers that help me look this 
great on and off screen. They always try and set new benchmarks with my 
looks. I keep it simple, even while experimenting with new looks. When it 
comes to my preferred look, I looked great in the  lm Dostana, speci  cally in 
terms of grooming, which was courtesy Karan Johar. He has a lot to do with 
it because he himself is a very well-groomed man and that’s how he likes all 
the actors in his  lms to appear.

Products I swear by
The most important thing for me, when I’m travelling is my kit, which 
includes products for my entire hygiene. Being well-gro omed not only means 
good clothing, but also hygiene. One product that I really can’t do without 
is the Garnier Men Powerlight Facewash. It prevents my skin from dirt and 
pollution. The Garnier Men Lip Balm is my new essential!

Messy or clean shaven
A stubble look is my preference any day, but again it depends on my 
character.

My suggestion
Different looks suit different men, as everyone has an individual face cut, 
hair and a sense of fashion. My advice for men with a staple look is to keep 
experimenting, but always remember not to wear or carry something, which 
is not as per your personality. Now all you need is to be con  dent!

My style icon
George Clooney for obvious reasons.

Projects in the pipeline
Welcome Back, Rocky Handsome, Dhishum, Force 2 and Hera Pheri 3.  
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 12 Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry.

 14 New openings Salons and spas across the country.

 16 Interview Angelo Seminara, Celebrity Hairstylist and one of the most respected 
names in the business of hair dressing, shares his journey, challenges and 
lots more.

 28 Exclusive Shailesh Moolya, National Creative Director-Hair and Sushma Khan, 
National Creative Director-Makeup, both Lakmé Salon, create show stopper 
looks showcased at LFW Summer Resort 2015.

 38-44 Cover story India has hit the target when it comes to Medical Tourism. The 
credit goes to our extensively trained medical fraternity that is equipped to 
offer the latest therapies in a world-class setting. We talk to experts and 
share their views on the opportunities and challenges that it presents  

 46 In  rst person Neha Chande, Skin Trainer at Enrich Salons & Academy in 
Mumbai has won a gold medal in the Beauty Therapy category at the 
Oceania Skills Competition. She talks about her life before and after the 
recognition.

 59 Beauty Interview with make-up artist, Annalia Zhimomi, who shares tips to 
enhance an individual’s personality with make-up; Dr Deepali Bhardwaj talks 
about Lip Augmentation; product launches and more.

 66 Brand Spawake, a skin care brand, by KOSÉ Corporation of Japan, is now 
available in India. We talked to Takashi Nomura, Director and CEO, KOSÉ 
Corporation, who shares his ideas and plans for the brand.

 75 In  uencer Fashion designer, Swapnil Shinde shares his views on how fashion 
and beauty are inter-related and how make-up unravels the thought in a 
collection. 

 77 Spa focus Visual dynamics of So Spa in Mumbai; an interview with Malika 
Ghaib, Spa Manager, Oma Spa who talks about the restorative properties of 
coffee for rejuvenation and more.

 86 Celeb style John Abraham on his style and grooming products. 

 87 Coffee break Try this quiz and win a year’s subscription of Salon International.

 89 Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where.

 90 Step-by-step Intricate gobal colour explained.
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